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The trap depth distribution in persistent phosphors, along with the charging and working condi-
tions, determines the performance of these phosphors. Extracting the trap depth distribution is often
hindered by the presence of a thermal barrier for charging, which leads to temperature-dependent
filling of traps. Within the framework of a local charge transition for the trapping and recombi-
nation, we propose a method for extracting the trap depth distribution from electron population
functions. They were converted from thermoluminescence curves via the Tikhonov regularization
in the framework of first-order kinetics. The theoretical model predicts the evolution of a filling
function for the traps with increasing charging temperature. The relative filling functions at differ-
ent charging temperature, together with the corresponding electron population function, were used
to reconstruct the actual underlying trap depth distribution. The method provides good precision
and resolution. Trap depth distributions deepen our understanding of the properties of persistent
phosphors.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a materials scientist’s dream to tailor materials properties by tuning only a few intrinsic parameters of the
materials. This is true for persistent phosphors whose luminescence persist from seconds to days after stopping optical
excitation [1–3]. High persistent luminescence (PersL) intensity and long PersL duration are two desirable properties
under given optical charging condition and working condition [4]. One critical parameter controlling these properties
is the density of traps, i.e., the absolute number of active traps per unit volume of the given persistent phosphor.
The higher the trap density, the more charges a phosphor can store at the given charging temperature, enhancing
PersL intensity. Another parameter is the distribution of trap density with respect to trap depth Et, which quantifies
the energy barrier trapped electrons must overcome to meet luminescent centers. It is usually called trap depth
distribution for short. These parameters are heavily desired for their great scientific importance. At one hand, they
are useful to understand and thus to tailor performances of persistent phosphors under different charging and working
conditions. For example, the trap depth distribution can be translated into the thermoluminescence (TL) profile,
which has been found in a linear relationship to integrated PersL intensity as a function of charging and working
temperature [5, 6]. This suggests a subtle relationship between trap depth distribution and the optimum working
temperature of persistent phosphors. On the other hand, such parameters act as intrinsic materials parameters that
can be compared across different phosphors, enabling the discovery of empirical laws in persistent phosphors. This
is particularly true for materials discovery via machine learning [7], where intrinsic materials parameters add reliable
dimensions to the parameter space.
There are multiple difficulties when it comes to extracting trap density and trap depth distribution. After optical
charging, the density of trapped electrons (called here the electron population function) n(Et, t, q) is determined by
the total trap density N0, the trap depth distribution N(Et) and the filling function f(Et, t, q) via,
n(Et, t, q) = N0f(Et,∆E, t, q)N(Et), (1)
where the charging condition q includes the irradiance Ie(λ), the charging duration tch and the charging temperature
Tch. The thermal barrier for charging is ∆E. For the trap depth range [Et, Et + dE], f(Et, t, q)dE is the ratio of the
number of filled traps to the total number of traps at time t and at a charging condition of q. The filling function
contains the information of how the density of filled traps evolves with time. The trap density accessible at temperature
Tch can be approximated by the storage capacity which is actually n(Et, t, q) in the limit of tch → ∞, Ie(λ) → ∞
[8]. However, the value of storage capacity is expected to be about 1∼2 order-of-magnitude smaller than N0 due to






























traps that are empty at the given charging temperature. Furthermore, a thermal barrier for charging ∆E brings
complexity. The maximum of the filling function f(Et, t, q) depends on charging temperature when there exists a
thermal barrier for the charge transfer from the luminescent center to the trap. The presence of such a thermal
barrier has been observed in many persistent phosphors, for example SrAl2O4:Eu
2+ [11], Sr2MgSi2O7:Eu
2+ [9], and
M2Si5N8:Eu (M = Ca, Sr, Ba) [12]. It hinders the extraction of the trap density or trap depth distribution. Here,
we attach more importance to trap distribution N(Et) than to the total trap density N0, because the latter can be
inferred from the former along with a storage capacity measurement [8] through some calibration.
Extracting full trap depth distribution has remained largely unresolved because of its complexity, especially in
the presence of a thermal barrier for charging. Many methods are already available to extract discrete trap depths
[13, 14]. Independent of the order of kinetics, the initial rise method provides a single trap depth from the slope of the
logarithm of TL intensity ln(I) as a function of the inverse of temperature 1/T [15, 16]. Combined with a fractional
heating and cooling protocol, it has been used to find the electron population function n(Et, t, q), being given the
name of fractional glow technique [17, 18]. The Tm-Tstop method utilizes the temperature of TL maximum, Tm, as
a function of a preheating temperature Tstop [19]. It can estimate the electron population function when used with
the Urbach relation [20] or the initial rise method. However, it underestimates the trap depth and fails to extract
distributions that overlap [16]. In the case without a charging barrier, K. Van den Eeckhout et al. managed to find
the trap depth distribution by acquiring TL profiles from sufficient charging at different charging temperature [21].
Based on the first-order kinetics, n(Et, t, q) is related to the corresponding TL curve via the Fredholm integral of the
first kind, and can be calculated by the Tikhonov regularization method [22]. Furthermore, the thermal barrier ∆E is
interesting on its own right, for example in the understanding of the thermal quenching of Eu2+/Ce3+ emitters [23].
M. Nikl et al. proposed a method to evaluate this quantity, given a trap depth estimated from TL data [24].
The electron population function fails to approximate the trap depth distribution when a thermal barrier of charging
∆E is present. In this work, we propose a method that erases the influence of ∆E and manages to extract the trap
depth distribution. The phosphor BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+ was used as a model to validate the proposed method. In
addition to novel properties such as PersL [25] and mechanoluminescence [26–28], this phosphor shares high quantum
efficiency of photoluminescence and great thermal stability [29], enabling high TL signal strength. Based on the
first-order kinetics of charge trapping and recombination, we extract the electron population function n(Et) via the
Tikhonov regularization method. We adopt the following procedure to extract the trap depth distribution.
1. Excite the phosphor optically for a duration of tch at temperature Tch, and cool it down to T0 ≤ Tch − 30 K.
Then, collect the TL curve with heating rate β. Repeat this step for different Tch, ranging from Tmin to Tmax
at a step of ∆T (< 10 K). Each TL curve must be corrected by the thermal quenching (TQ) profile.




Estimate the magnitude f0(Tch) from the f(Et, Tch).
3. Construct the envelope n(Et)env of all n(Et, Tch).
4. Calculate the trap depth distribution according to N(Et) = n(Et)env/f0(Tch).
The charging duration tch should be large enough so that the shape of n(Et) does not change by further increasing
tch. Cooling from Tch to T0 not only freezes electrons trapped at shallow traps but also decreases uncertainties of the
electron population n(Et, Tch). Tmin should be low enough such that the shape of TL curves does not change further
with decreasing Tch.
Retrapping among traps with different trap depth is one of the processes that leads to global non-first-order
transition in the model. However, our experiment confirmed that it is not important when the electron population
function is read by TL, consolidating the validity of first-order kinetics. The method is extendable to other materials
when the trap depth distribution can be translated into TL. With the trap depth distribution at hand, we are now
able to understand the properties of persistent phosphors to the next level and expect interesting applications.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+ phosphor was prepared by a two-stage solid-state reaction method [30], according to:
1.96BaCO3 + SiO2 + 0.02Eu2O3 → Ba2SiO4:2%Eu2+ + 1.96CO2, (2a)
Ba2SiO4:2%Eu
2+ + Si3N4 → 2BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu2+. (2b)
The raw materials BaCO3 (99.8 %, 1 µm powder, Alfa Aesar), SiO2 (99.5%, 325 mesh powder, Alfa Aesar), and
Eu2O3 (99.9 %, Alfa Aesar) were used in stoichiometric amount except that 103% Si3N4 (α phase, 99.9 %, 1 µm
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FIG. 1. The local transition model of persistent phosphors. During charging, an electron from a luminescent center
jumps to its nearby empty traps after overcoming a thermal barrier ∆E, leaving a hole around this ionized luminescent center.





t ) is not considered in the present work. The trap depth distribution is N(Et). k, p(Et, T ) and σoslIe are rate
coefficients.
powder, Alfa Aesar) was supplied to facilitate the reduction of Eu3+ to Eu2+ [31]. The sintering temperature and
duration for Eqn. 2a and Eqn. 2b were 1200 °C, 4 h and 1450 °C, 10 h, respectively. A 94% N2-6% H2 forming gas
was applied at a constant rate (0.16 L/min) during the entire thermal process. The product was crushed and ground
to fine powders, and then washed by diluted hydrogen chloride (HCl,<1 vol%). After being dried at 80 °C for at least
10 h, BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+ powders were finally ready.
A thermal quenching (TQ) profile was collected to correct TL curves by using the method proposed in Ref [32]. The
spectra were acquired at a home-built setup which is capable of providing wavelength resolution at both excitation and
detection sides [11]. The excitation light of 370 nm (full-width-half-maximum (fwhm) 5 nm) was from a Xe arc lamp
equipped with a monochromator, while the emission was collected by an EMCCD camera (Princeton Instruments
ProEM 1600) coupled to a spectrograph (Princeton Instruments Acton SP2300). The integration time was 1 s. The
phosphor was cooled to 213 K and then heated to 498 K at a step of 5 K, with optical excitation at each temperature
T for 30 s. For each T , five spectra from the time range from 24 to 28 s were averaged to represent the PL emission
intensity I(T ) (Supplemental material (SM) [33], section I).
To acquire a TL curve, the phosphor was first excited at Tch by an LED of 375 nm (fwhm 20 nm, 50 mA) for 300 s,
and then cooled down at a rate of 0.5 K/s to T0, where the TL intensity is negligible. Finally, the phosphor was heated
up to 493 K at a rate of 0.5 K/s. The emission was detected by a photometer (International Light Technologies,
ILT1700) equipped with a photopic filter (YPM). Every TL curve was corrected by a modified TQ profile which was
the linear interpolation of the measured TQ profile at each temperature recording of the TL curve.
III. THEORY
A. Local transition
There are three main species involved in PersL, namely charge traps, holes, and luminescent centers. A luminescent
center, e.g. Eu2+, requires one of its excited states being occupied by an electron in order to shine via radiative
transitions. An empty electron trap captures an electron while the filled one supplies an electron to recombine with
a hole nearby. Traps can be lattice defects [34] or co-dopants [35]. A hole consists of an ionized luminescent center.
Upon receiving an electron from a filled trap, it can turn itself into a luminescent center at its excited states, whose
de-excitation yields light. In parallel, a hole can act as the charge carriers and thus may be trapped in hole traps [36].
The fact that trapped electrons escape from traps via thermal energy suggests the presence of excited states of traps.
Local transitions among luminescent centers, traps and holes provide first-order kinetics and reasonable interpre-
tation of the trapping process. The illustration of trapping and recombination processes is shown in Fig. 1. Upon
optical charging, the excited state of a luminescent center (e.g. Eu2+) will be occupied via an internal electronic
transition of an electron from the ground state. In addition to subsequent spontaneous emission, this excited electron
can jump to an empty trap nearby after crossing a thermal barrier ∆E. This process is termed trapping, which takes
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place within the electron-trap pair composed of an electron at the excited state of a luminescent center and a nearby
empty trap. This transition leaves a hole at the luminescent center. When it receives an electron from the excited
state of a filled trap, it can turn itself into an excited luminescent center, producing light upon de-excitation. This is
the recombination process. It takes place within the electron-hole pair composed of an electron at the excited state
of a filled trap and a hole nearby. It is noteworthy that an electron-trap pair comes into existence from a center-trap
pair composed of an active luminescent center and an empty trap. The electron transfer from a filled trap to another
empty trap, i.e. retrapping, is not considered here.
Assuming first-order kinetics in the local transition model is very reasonable for persistent phosphors working under
laboratory conditions. The reasons are two-fold. At one hand, the concentration of the luminescent centers (usually
at the order of 1 mol%) is often greater than that of the empty traps when they are lattice defects. In this case,
electron-trap pairs are far from each other and are thus well isolated because the density of electron-trap pair is far less
than that of center-center pair. On the other hand, empty traps can often only be filled to a limited level via exciting
the luminescent centers, even if the density of traps is high, as is the case of Dy in Sr4Al14O25:Eu
2+,Dy3+ [35]. This
originates from small optical absorption cross-sections of luminescent centers and additional detrapping routes that
empty filled traps, such as optically stimulated detrapping [9, 10]. Therefore, an isolated electron-trap pair can only
transform into an electron-hole pair thanks to a very limited interaction with other pairs. Hence, the kinetics of the
density of these pairs is readily available within the framework of first-order kinetics. In terms of counting pairs, the
most prominent pair is the nearest neighbor (NN) pair where one component is the nearest neighbor of its counterpart.
The NN assumption translates the density of electron-trap pairs into the density of filled traps. Therefore, the filling
function f(Et,∆E, t) follows the first-order ordinary differential equation,
∂f(Et,∆E, t)
∂t
= −krecomb(Et, Ie)f(Et,∆E, t) + ktrap(∆E, Ie) [1− f(Et,∆E, t)] , (3)
where ktrap(∆E, Ie) and krecomb(Et, Ie) are the trapping coefficient and recombination coefficient, respectively.
The quasi-equilibrium approximation (QEA) helps to approximate the transition coefficients. The life time of the
excited states of traps and luminescent centers are much shorter than the time scale of interest in PersL or TL
experiments. Thus, upon any abrupt δ-function-like perturbation, these excited states reach a quasi-equilibrium in
the time scale of observation. After applying QEA to luminescent centers and traps, the trapping coefficient and the
recombination coefficients are,

















respectively. Here σabs is the optical absorption cross section of Eu
2+, and krad is the spontaneous emission coefficient
of the lowest 5d state of Eu2+. In parallel for traps, σosl is the absorption cross section of optically stimulated
detrapping, while At is the de-excitation coefficient of the excited states regardless of trap depths. The frequency
factors νr and νt are for the trapping of electrons to traps and the recombination of trapped electrons with holes,
respectively. After charging, the second term of krecomb, which is due to optically stimulated detrapping, reduces to
zero accordingly.
For a phosphor with all traps initially empty, i.e. f(Et,∆E, Ie, 0) = 0, an optical charging with fixed irradiance Ie,
duration tch and temperature Tch leads to the filling function as a solution of Eqn. 3,
f(Et,∆E, Ie, tch) =
ktrap(∆E, Ie)
ktrap(∆E, Ie) + krecomb(Et, Ie)
{1− exp [− (ktrap(∆E, Ie) + krecomb(Et, Ie)) tch]} . (6)
Clearly, the magnitude and shape of the filling function are influenced by the thermal barrier ∆E. It is unrealistic to
fit this model to experimental observations directly because the number of parameters are huge and many of them
are not easily available. Instead, the behavior of this filling function under controlled condition will be analyzed to
extract the trap depth distribution according to Eqn. 1.
B. First order kinetics
First-order kinetics comes naturally when the recombination within the isolated electron-hole pair is considered
only, neglecting thus many-body effects, such as retrapping among traps of different trap depth and recombination in
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ordered electron-hole clusters. In the framework of first-order kinetics, the TL intensity from an electron population
function n(Et) is,

























where β is the heating rate (K/s), and C a scalar. Here, the electron population function n(Et) takes its value just
at the start of heating, where the temperature is T0. This is in accordance with the formula proposed by Randall
and Willkins [37, 38], who replaced the electron population function n(Et) in Eqn. 7 with a trap depth distribution
N(Et) . As long as T0 is substantially smaller than T , e.g. 20∼30 K will suffice, it can be replaced by 0 K, leading
to the temperature integral [39],











Among many approximations [40], the formula proposed by M. Balarin [41] gives very high accuracy ,














even when EtkBT is small.
The exponential function in Eqn. 9 suggests that the exponential of temperature integral in Eqn. 7 has its value





























to zero and find the solution,
Es = kBTW (νrT/β), (10)
in which W (x) is the Lambert W function of x with the branch n = 0. After some algebra, we have the Gumbel
probe for TL,
P (Et, Es, β) = Is(Et, β)exp
[
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4kBβ
) , (12)








1 + 4/W (νrT/β)
]
.
Thus, Eqn. 7 can be rewritten in the following form,
I(Es, β) = C ×
∫ ∞
0
n(Et)P (Et, Es)dEt. (13)
First-order kinetics provides a very lucid physics picture of TL. As the phosphor is heated up at a rate of β, the
Gumbel probe (11) scans the electron population n(Et) from shallow traps to deep traps with the approximate speed
of βkBW (νrT/β). Its width broadens according to the shape factor kBT , while its magnitude decreases roughly as
W (νrT/β)/T , which is much slower than the algebraic decay of 1/T .
A special case of TL is the isothermal stimulation in PersL. After charging at Tch, the temperature of the phosphor
still stays constant while the luminescence intensity is recorded as a function of delay time t0. This is the decay profile
for the PersL. The thermal detrapping process in PersL can be described by Eqn. 13 with the Gumbel probe as well,
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where Es = kBT ln(νrt0). As the delay time t0 increases, the Gumbel probe scans the electron population function
from shallow to deep traps at a speed of kBT/t0. The magnitude of the probe follows the algebraic decay of 1/t0.
This clearly indicates the presence of the power law of t−β0 (β ≈ 1) of the decay profile. It is difficult to infer n(Et)
from the decay profile. The reasons are obvious. It requires a huge range of delay time t0 to access a reasonably wide
range of trap depths. Moreover, the electron population function of deep traps can not be reconstructed faithfully
because the magnitude of the Gumbel probe (Eqn. 14) buries the light output in measurement noises.
C. Regularization
Once the physics is clear, we are ready to calculate and interpret the electron population function. This can be done
via solving Eqn. 13 after some regularization methods. A better way would be to utilize Eqn. 7 with the temperature
integral (Eqn. 9), i.e.,
I(T, β) = C ×
∫ ∞
0
n(Et)K(Et, T )dEt, (15)


















The electron population function n(Et) can be extracted from experimental TL curves via discrete inverse problem
technique. Eqn. 15 is a Fredholm integral of the first kind and boils down to a linear equation after discretization
over [T0, Tm]× [Ea, Eb],
Kn = i, (17)
where K is the kernel, i the experimental TL data in temperature range [T0, Tm] and n the electron population
function in [Ea, Eb]. However, no reliable n can be extracted from Eqn. 17 by linear least square methods, i.e.,
seeking n̂ that minimizes the residual norm squared ‖Kn̂ − i‖22. The failure originates from the noise in i and the
large condition number of the kernel K. The Tikohnov regularization method minimizes ‖Kn̂− i‖22 +λ2‖Ln̂‖22 instead
[42, 43]. Here λ is the regularization parameter, and L is the discrete approximation of a derivative operator. This is










Eqn. 18 can be solved numerically via generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) given the values of L and
λ [43]. The matrix L was chosen to be the discrete analog of the second derivative. We adopt reflexive boundary
conditions to avoid possible artifacts of n(Et) near Ea or Eb. This boundary condition changes the kernel K and
matrix L due to the requirement of symmetry. The optimum regularization parameter λopt can be obtained by the
L-curve method [43, 44]. In the supplemental material (SM [33], section II), we provide the implementation of the
Tikhonov regularization method by the Regularization Tools matlab package [45, 46].
IV. RESULTS
A. The filling function
The filling function Eqn. 6 gives the percentage of the filled traps after an optical charging at Tch for a duration
of tch. As shown in Fig. 2a, it reaches a high value for deep traps that are charged at a sufficiently high charging
temperature Tch. The parameters in the simulation are estimated from BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu































FIG. 2. The filling function. (a) The filling function f(Et, Tch) surface. (b) The contour of f(Et, Tch)E , together with
fm(Et) (top panel), shows a linear relationship between Et and its optimum charging temperature. (c) The contour plot of
f(Et, Tch)T , together with fm(Et) (top panel), indicates traps cannot be filled at high Tch due to detrapping. (d)The filling
function at T0 (300 K, blue solid line) can be fitted to Eqn. 21, with magnitude fm(Et). For a range (Ea, Eb), the shape
of n(Et) stays the same when Tch < Tch0 (250 K), and f(Et, Tch)T decreases with increasing Tch when Tch > Tch1 (450 K).
(Ie = 5 × 1015 Hz/cm2, tch = 102 s, ∆E = 0.255 eV, σabs = 3 × 10−18 cm2, σosl = 10−17 cm2, vr = vt = 1010 Hz, krad = 1.54
MHz and At = 10
12 Hz.)
(SM [33], section III). To reveal the subtle relationship between Et and Tch at a given charging condition, we consider
the normalized filling functions,
f(Et, Tch)E = f(Et, Tch)/fm(Et), (19a)
f(Et, Tch)T = f(Et, Tch)/fm(Tch) (19b)
where fm(Et) and fm(Tch) are the maximum of f(Et, Tch) for fixed Et and Tch, respectively. As shown in Fig.
2b, traps can be efficiently charged in a narrow charging temperature range for a fixed trap depth Et > ∆E. The
maximum of filling is given by fm(Et), which behaves similar to a logistic function (Fig. 2b top panel). When
Et < ∆E, only at very high temperature can traps be efficiently filled upto a very small fm(Et). In these cases, the












FIG. 3. The filling function without ∆E. (a) The filling function f(Et, Tch) surface. (b) The contour plot of f(Et, Tch)T
shows the range where f(Et, Tch)T changes drastically is linear with charging temperature Tch. The magnitude fm(Tch) is only
weakly dependent on temperature Tch. (Ie = 5 × 1015 Hz/cm2, tch = 10−2 s, ∆E = 0 eV, σabs = 3 × 10−18 cm2, σosl = 10−17
cm2, vr = vt = 10
10 Hz, krad = 1.54 MHz and At = 10
12 Hz.)
to Eqn. 6, leading to the relation,











which reaches its maximum at very high charging temperature Tch. The function f(Et, Tch)E is fundamental to the
understanding of PersL as a function of working temperature. With a trap depth distribution, persistent phosphors
often are charged and used at a fixed temperature Tch. In such a case, the filling function f(Et, Tch)T , as in Fig.
2c, predicts a range of trap depths (Emin, Emax) where the filling function increases dramatically with increasing Et.
Shallow traps (Et < Emin) are empty at charging temperature Tch due to severe thermal detrapping. Meanwhile,
deep traps (Et > Emax) remain essentially filled to fm(Tch) (Fig. 2c) thanks to negligible detrapping. At very high
charging temperature Tch, fm(Tch) decreases with increasing Tch because of serious thermal detrapping for deep traps.
Both Emax and Emin are roughly linear with the charging temperature Tch.
The filling function is exactly the initial condition for PersL. The initial condition for TL is at T0. This requires a















At a fixed charging duration tch, the filling function just after charging (dashed blue line in Fig. 2d) shows considerable
value at shallow traps. These electrons at shallow traps are emptied during the cooling to T0 eventually. Shown as a
solid blue line in Fig. 2d, the filling function at T0 can be fitted by a double exponential function,








Here the effective trap depth Eo is the trap depth at which the filling function reaches f0(Tch)exp(−1). It is correlated
to ∆Tch, and both are dependent on Tch. When Et = Eo+3kB(Tch+∆Tch), fch(Et, Tch) approaches 0.9514×f0(Tch).
Clearly, the derivative of fch(Et, Tch) with respect to Et has its large value distributed 1-3 kB(Tch + ∆Tch) around
the effective trap depth Eo.
It is interesting to note the shape of trap depth distribution can be preserved when charging is carried out at
sufficiently low temperature (indicated as Tch0 in Fig. 2d), whose characteristic trap depth Eo is 1-2 kBT below
the minimum of the range, i.e., Ea. The maximum of f0(Tch) as a function of Tch can be found at a charging
9























FIG. 4. The electron population function n(Et). The tails of TL profiles (a) and the corresponding electron population
profiles (b) of high Tch do not overlap with that of low Tch, suggesting the presence of ∆E. The envelope of n(Et), i.e.
n(Et)env, is shown by an orange dash-line. Tch increases from 223 to 393 K with a step of 5 K. (tch = 300 s, β = 0.5 K/s, and
excitation light λem = 375 nm from a LED (50 mA).)
temperature (range) that is high enough to facilitate trapping while suppressing thermal detrapping. When the
charging temperature is too high (as indicated by Tch1 in Fig. 2d), thermal detrapping becomes dominant so that the
maximum of filling function decreases accordingly. The presence of ∆E leads to a temperature range where f0(Tch)
is almost independent of Tch (Fig. 2c).
The filling function f(Et, Tch) without ∆E is quite simple, as shown in Fig. 3a. The contour plot of f(Et, Tch)T
clearly shows the effective trap depth Eo (Eqn. 21) is proportional to charging temperature Tch (Fig. 3b). The
fm(Et) is independent of Tch except at very high temperature (Fig. 3b top panel). Therefore, there exists a lowest
temperature Tcho < Tchi such that the electron population function n(Et, Tcho) overlaps with n(Et, Tchi) when Et >
Eti = Eoi + 3kBTchi. Since electron population functions can be translated into TL curves linearly, this effect also
can be observed in TL curves acquired at different charging temperature, while other charging parameters remain
fixed. The TL curves of all high charging temperature should overlap with that of the theoretical lowest charging
temperature Tcho. This has been observed in LiGa5O8:Cr
3+ [6, 47], and the trap depth distribution can then be well
probed by the Tm-Tstop method [19, 47].
B. The presence of a thermal barrier of charging
If a thermal barrier ∆E is present for charging, the magnitude of filling f0(Et, Tch) follows fm(Et) which increases
with increasing Et. The higher the charging temperature Tch, the higher the percentage the traps with depth Et
are filled as long as Tch is not too high. This can be seen in BaSi2O2N2:Eu
2+ as a model phosphor for this study
(Fig. 4). The tails of TL curves or n(Et, Tch) for high charging temperature are greater than that of low charging
temperature (Fig. 4a,b). The experimental parameters ensure that the shape of n(Et, Tch) does not vary with
increasing charging irradiance Ie or charging duration tch (SM [33], section IV). This clearly indicates the presence
of a thermal barrier ∆E. The relative magnitude of charging f0(Tch) (Eqn. 21) can be estimated from the ratio of





We prefer n(Et, 228 K) to n(Et, 223 K) due to its stronger signal and less uncertainties. In Fig. 5a, R (Et)T as a
function of Et follows Eqn. 21 evidently when the charging temperature Tch is less than around 283 K. It decreases
with increasing Et when the charging temperature is in the range of (288,333) K. At even higher charging temperature
Tch > 333 K, it shows a dip at Et ∈ (0.8, 0.9) eV and great oscillation when Et ∈ (0.9, 1.05) eV. However, we can
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FIG. 5. Approximating the magnitude of filling function f0(Tch). (a) The function R (Et)T approximates the filling
function fch(Et, Tch) relative to the one obtained at 228 K. (b) As a function of Eo (Eqn. 21), R̃T shows big uncertainty when
Eo > 0.85 eV. Eo agrees well with that obtained from simulation (top panel). The approximated f0(Tch) is shown by the solid
green line. (c) The ratio of R20 (Et)T shows consistency of the filling function at Tch and Tch − 20 K. The accumulated errors
explains well the large uncertainties of R (Et)T at Et > 0.85 eV.
still compress R (Et)T into a number R̃T , which actually approximates f0(Tch) relative to f0(228 K). We take the
value of R (Et)T at Et ∈ (0.65, 0.75) eV when Tch < 293 K, and the averaged R (Et)T in the deep trap range when
Tch ≥ 293 K. Furthermore, the effective trap depths Eo were estimated as well. The plot of R̃T against Eo, as shown
in Fig. 5b, approximates f0(Tch) for Et <∼ 0.80 eV when the uncertainties are taken into account. As shown in the
top panel of Fig. 5b, the effective trap depth Eo agrees quite well with that from a simulation followed by a fitting to
Eqn. 21 (SM [33], section V). A slight disagreement appears at Et > 0.80 eV. The dip of R (Et)T at Et ∈ (0.8, 0.9)
eV originates from non-ideality of charging and errors in data processing. We utilize the quantity
R20 (Et)T =
n(Et, Tch)
n(Et, Tch − 20 K)
(23)
to examine the ratio of two electron populations which have their effective trap depth Eo well separated by a difference
of charging temperature as small as possible (20 K here). R20 (Ech)T is shown in Fig. 5c. It should reach a plateau
when Et > Eo + 3kB(Tch + ∆Tch). After reaching a plateau, however, it slightly decreases with increasing Et for Tch
whose Eo < 0.75 eV. This results from the presence of a ’shoulder’ in n(Et, Tch) at Et ≈ 0.75 eV (Fig. 4b), which
originates from the tiny shoulder in the TL profile at ≈ 330 K (Fig. 4a). The oscillation in the range of Et ∈ (0.95, 1.1)
eV is a consequence of the regularization method which uses oscillatory singular vectors as bases to reconstruct the
solution.
C. Extracting the trap depth distribution





given f0(Tch). Here n(Et)env is the envelope of n(Et), which actually characterizes the behavior of n(Et) near the
rising edge of fch(Et, Tch). In this range, the prediction of first-order charging kinetics still holds since R20 (Et)T
stays almost unchanged instead of decreasing with increasing Et (Fig. 5c). The envelope n(Et)env is shown as orange
dash-dot line in Fig. 4b. However, the quantity f0(Tch) can only be estimated with limited accuracy from Fig. 5b.
When Eo ≥ 0.8 eV, R̃T was extrapolated to reach a plateau, mimicking the behavior of fm(Et) at large Et. In this
range, both R̃T and Eo exhibit large uncertainties. Such uncertainties can be minimized by acquiring highly consistent
and accurate TL profiles. Therefore, f0(Tch) is shown in Fig. 5b (bottom panel, green line) as a function of Eo.
The estimated trap distribution Ñ(Et) is shown in the range of (0.54, 0.95) eV (blue line in Fig. 6a). For a
comparison, several n(Et, Tch) (Tch = 233, 278, 293 K) were also shown after being scaled to fit the shape of Ñ(Et).
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FIG. 6. Trap depth distribution of BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+. (a) The trap distribution Ñ(Et) (blue) estimated from the
envelope n(Et)env. It is compared with scaled n(Et, Tch) for Tch = 233 K (orange), 278 K (yellow), and 293 K (purple). (b)
The trap distribution obtained by the proposed method (blue solid line,×1.15) is superior to the one obtained by the method
in Ref [21] with correction by f0(Tch) (grey histogram) in terms of precision and resolution.
Clearly, n(Et, 233K) captures the shape of Ñ(Et) except in the range of (0.68, 0.78) eV, where the contribution of
n(Et, Tch) for Tch ∈ (278, 293) K dominates. This suggests that the electron population function at the lowest Tch,
whose Eo is below the lower limit of trap distribution (Ea), may provide an estimation of the trap depth distribution.
In order to obtain high accuracy, the TL curves for each charging temperature Tch must be collected accurately and
the signal-noise ratio should be as high as possible.
An alternative method of approximating Ñ(Et) utilizes the difference between n(Et, Tch) and n(Et, Tch + ∆T )
in which ∆T is the temperature difference between two neighboring charging temperature Tch. ∆T was 5 K in our
experiment. This method is similar to the one proposed by K. Van den Eeckhout et al. in Ref [21]. At first, n(Et, Tch)
was corrected by multiplying 1/f0(Tch) and then the effective trap depth Eo was estimated. It was assumed that
traps with Et < Eo are completely empty due to thermally detrapping. The average density of trapped electrons in







n(Et, Tch + ∆T )






δE = Eo(Tch + ∆T )− Eo(Tch).
The trap depth distribution estimate Ñ(Et) for Et ∈ (Eo, Eo+δE) is approximated by ∆n(Eo), i.e. Ñ(Et) ≈ ∆n(Eo).
It is plotted as a histogram in Fig. 6b, together with the one obtained from n(Et)env for comparison (solid line Fig.
6b).
Clearly, the shapes of Ñ(Et) from both methods agree well, but the one obtained via Eqn. 24 offers greater Et
resolution. Therefore, the method of reconstructing trap depth distribution from the envelope of n(Et, Tch) is an
excellent method that affords good precision and trap depth resolution.
V. DISCUSSION
Kinetics order. The present method places its validity on first-order kinetics. It implies that trapping or recom-
bination within its corresponding pair is independent from that within other pairs. In the present model, the electron
at the excited state of a trap only retraps into its ground state. We ignore its trapping into a nearby empty trap
regardless of the trap depth. The model requires the NN distance of an electron-trap pair or electron-hole pair be
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much smaller than the average distance between pairs, such that electron transitions among pairs are negligible. This
is often satisfied for persistent phosphor under laboratory conditions. Retrapping among traps would bring reshuffle
of trapped electrons. This effect can be clearly detected when the density of electrons at the excited states of traps
is increased significantly via stimulation by light [48–50] or even by mechanical stress [28]. In cases of isothermal
detrapping alone, i.e., delaying the phosphor at Tch, such effect is not prominent due to small density of electrons at
the excited states of traps. This is confirmed by the fact that the filling function does not increase with increasing
waiting time in BaSi2O2N2: 2%Eu
2+ phosphor (SM [33], section VI).
We now compare the first-order kinetics of local model with the global model of electron transition. The local
model provides a more convenient framework than the global model when global retrapping is not important. The
excited state of a trap is the conduction band (CB) state in global model. The delocalized CB electrons have freedom
to retrap into traps with coefficient kt or to recombine with holes with coefficient kr, according to the kinetic law of
mass action [51]. However, the effect due to these global electron transition can be inferred from the filling function








f(Et, t, q) + ktnc(t) [1− f(Et, t, q)] , (25)
where nc(t) is the density of CB electrons. In cases of an isothermal stimulation, Eqn. 25 suggests that the filling
function f(Et, t, q) starts to increase with increasing delaying time t0 for traps where the trapping rate outweighs the
thermal detrapping rate. This is an indication of strong global retrapping, but it has not been firmly supported by
experimental observation. The TL due to an electron population function n(Et, t, q) is given by [32, 52],
I(t) =
m(t)kr








n(Et, t, q)dEt, (26)
upon assuming that nc(t) is a slowly varying function and kt ≤ kr. Here m(t) is the density of holes, while n(t) =∫∞
0
n(Et, t, q)dEt is the total density of trapped electrons. When global retrapping is absent (kt = 0), the kinetics is
of first-order. A trap depth distribution may produce certain PersL asymptotes [53, 54], but its numerical simulation
appeared just recently [22, 55]. The second-order kinetics requires kr = kt. In this case, trapped electrons are delayed
further to recombine with holes due to retrapping. Hence, the global model differs from the local model by whether
to assign excited state electrons to their nearby holes. Global reshuffling of electron population cannot be ignored
when nc(t) is greatly enhanced by external stimulation. For example, mechanical stimulation to BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+
phosphor increases nc(t) (according to the global model), and these delocalized electrons retrap into deep traps (Eqn.
25) indeed [28]. For persistent luminescence or thermoluminescence, nc(t) is limited by relatively deep traps in these
materials.
Therefore, when global retrapping is not prominent, the first-order kinetics from the local model already provides
a clear physics picture and convenient mathematical tools to describe thermoluminescence from a distribution of trap
depth.
Uncertainty of trap depth distribution. We have proposed to extract the trap depth distribution from
the envelope of the electron population function obtained at different charging temperatures. The method enjoys
high precision and resolution in trap depth. The uncertainties come from both the accuracy of TL curves and the
regularization method. TL curves at different Tch should be obtained in a very consistent manner and the signal-
noise ratio should be high. The reason is that f0(Tch), where much uncertainties originate, is required to correct for
n(Et) profiles. Furthermore, the envelope also depends on accurate n(Et). In addition to using optical detectors that
provide high sensitivity and dynamic range, increasing charging duration and the intensity of charging light also helps
to obtain TL curves of strong signal. The dark background must be collected carefully to produce a correct net TL
curve. Moreover, it is a good practice to record a measurement with identical conditions as the first one in a long
series of TL experiments, in order to assess phosphor or light source degradation.The regularization method utilizes
general singular values and the corresponding oscillatory singular vectors to reconstruct the solution. It gives smooth
approximated solutions even when the true solution shows discontinuity. As noises in experimental TL curves will
be magnified in the electron population function, the signal-noise ratio should be high enough to avoid oscillatory
behavior in the solution.
The accuracy of the method depends on the frequency factor νr, which is correlated with the trap depth Et via
the Boltzmann factor. However, the extracted trap depth Et is almost a linear function of T at fixed νr, and it
scales approximately with ln(νr) for a fixed T (SM [33], section II). Inaccurate νr shifts and distorts the trap depth
distribution slightly. Several methods have been proposed to extract νr according to the global model without a
trap depth distribution [37, 56]. The other alternative goes to first calculating Et accurately with advanced ab initio
methods and then determining νr accordingly.
Extending the method to complicated materials. The present model assumes the presence of only one
luminescent center and only one thermal barrier. Real persistent phosphors can have multiple luminescent centers
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or one kind of luminescent center at multiple crystallographic sites, each providing its own emission spectrum and
thermal barrier. In these cases, the first-order kinetics must be applied to each distinctive trapping-recombination
processes independently and the output is the sum of these independent processes due to the validity of superposition
principle. It is noteworthy that the recording of the TL intensity should be spectrally resolved to distinguish the
contribution of recombination processes.
Importance of trap distribution. The trap distribution Ñ(Et) can be compared across persistent phosphors
given the frequency factor νr. Actually, the exact value of νr is not import for the purpose of understanding the
behaviors of persistent phosphors. Given an estimated νr, it is easy to simulate the decay profile for PersL or the TL
profiles for different charging and working conditions from the trap depth distribution.
Trap depth distributions have found many ways in technological applications. The obvious one is to understand
and tune the behavior PersL of persistent phosphors. For example, the trap depth distribution in garnet phosphors
can be tuned by band engineering to optimize optical storage properties [57]. Furthermore, it provides an estimation
of the optimum charging and working temperature (Topt) of persistent phosphor. The integrated output of PersL
originates from integrating n(Et) for Et ∈ [kBTchln(νrt1), kBTchln(νrt2)], where t1 and t2 are the delay time after
charging (t1 ≈ 1 s). The optimum temperature Topt can be found via seeking Tch such that its maximum of n(Et, Tch)
matches the maximum of N(Et). For the model phosphor BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+, the Topt is around 278 K (Fig. 6).
More importantly, a deeper understanding of persistent phosphors is achievable when trap depth distributions can be
used for machine learning to reveal hidden laws.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, a method was proposed to extract trap distribution from TL curves with the presence of a
thermal barrier of charging. It is based on a local transition model that leads to first-order kinetics of charge transitions.
The model predicts the evolution of charging magnitude as a function of charging temperature. Within this framework,
the electron population was reconstructed by regularization method from TL curves. Firstly, the electron population
function n(Et, Tch) was converted from the corresponding TL curves with various charging temperature Tch and other
charging parameters fixed. Secondly, the relative magnitude of the filling function, i.e., f0(Tch), is estimated according
to the first-order kinetics. Then, the envelope of the n(Et, Tch) for all Tch, i.e. n(Et)env is constructed accordingly.
Finally, the trap depth distribution can be estimated according to Ñ(Et) = n(Et)env/f0(Tch) (Eqn. 24).
The method yields high resolution in trap depth, and it can provide good precision when TL curves have high signal
strength and high signal-noise ratio. The trap distribution definitely promotes the understanding and tailoring of the
properties of persistent phosphors.
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I. THERMAL QUENCHING PROFILES
In a normal thermal quenching (TQ) experiment, the phosphor was heated from low temperature to high temper-
ature continuously at a fixed rate while being excited by light (charging). The integrated intensity of the emission
spectra as a function of temperature is thus called the TQ profile. The electron trapping in persistent phosphors
leads to reduced emission intensity. Therefore, we adopt the method from Ref [32]. The charging protocol (Fig.
S1a) characterizes charging at multiple T for 30 s during heating from 213 to 498 K. The spectrum of each charging
temperature T was obtained by averaging five spectra from the 24-28th s of the charging. Each of these spectra (Fig.
S1b) was integrated 400 nm to 650 to calculate the emission intensity It(T ). Then, It(T ) was normalized with respect
to It(213 K), leading to the TQ profile Iq(T ).







where Eq is the thermal barrier and kB the Boltzmann constant. I0 and A are fitting parameters. The fitting results

































FIG. S1. Thermal quenching profiles. (a) The phosphor was warmed up from 213 to 498 K, but it was charged for 30
s at multiple temperature T from 213 to 498 K with a step of 5 K. Five spectra from the 24-28th s was averaged to I(λ)
(shown in the inset). (b) With increasing T , the intensity of the spectra of excitation light decreases only slightly while that
of the emission spectra of BaSi2O2N2:2%Eu
2+ decreases significantly. (c) The integrated emission intensity (400-650 nm) was








barrier is found to be Eq = 0.254 eV.
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FIG. S2. Reflexive boundary condition. The reflexive boundary condition assumes solution n(Et) outside the interval
(Ea, Eb) results from reflecting n(Et) along Et = Ea and Et = Eb.
II. EXTRACTING ELECTRON POPULATION FUNCTION
In the framework of first-order kinetics, the electron population function n(Et) is related to the TL intensity via
the Fredholm integral of the first kind,
I(T ) = C ×
∫ Eb
Ea
n(Et)K(Et, T )dEt, T ∈ [T0, Tm] (S2)
with the kernel,


















Using the mathematical kernel K(Et, T ), we aim to infer about the internal quantity n(Et) from experimental obser-
vation I(T ). This is an inverse problem.











= i (Tk) , k = 1, 2, ..., N (S4)
or with the matrix form,
Kn = i, (S5)








, ik = b (Tk) , and ωj =
Eb−Ea
N . Note, here i is obtained by interpolating the
cleaned experimental TL data onto the temperature vector t = T0+(0.5:N-0.5)’*dT, with dT = (Tm − T0)/N . It is
not possible to solve Eqn. S5 via the standard least square method due to the noise of TL signal and a huge condition










where λ is the regularization parameter and L is the discrete approximation of a derivative operator. To solve this
problem, we adopt the reflexive boundary condition. It assumes that n(Et) outside [Ea, Eb] results from reflecting
n(Et) along Et = Ea and Et = Eb (Fig. S2). Under such a condition, the kernel is now,
K (Et, T )r = K (Et, T ) +K (2Ea − Et, T ) +K (2Eb − Et, T ) , (S7)
subjected to K (2Ea − Et, T ) = 0 when 2Ea−Et < 0. Furthermore, the discrete approximation of a second derivative












A generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD) method is utilized to decompose K and L simultaneously so that




















= 1) is the generalized singular values. The right singular vectors n′k, which
are shared by both L and A, are mutually independent but are neither normalized nor orthogonal. There are two sets














Here we provide the matlab code that solves n(Et) from TL data. We utilize Regularization Tools matlab package
by Per Christian Hansen [45, 46]. We assume the package has been added to the search path of matlab.
• Discretization.
kB = 0.08617; nu = 1e10; beta = 0.5; N = 1600;
Ea = 300; Eb = 1200; T0 = 213.15; Tm = 473.15; de = (Eb -Ea)/N; dT = (Tm -T0)/
N; % The units of Ea and Eb are meV.
e = Ea +(0.5:N -0.5) '*de; t = T0 +(0.5:N-0.5) '*dT; [E,T] = meshgrid(e,t);
Kf = @(x,y) de*nu/beta*exp(-x./(kB*y)-nu/beta*kB*y.^2./x.*exp(-x./(kB*y))./
sqrt (1+4* kB*y./x));
K1 = Kf(E,T); K2 = Kf(2*Eb -E,T); K3 = Kf(2*Ea -E,T);
zIdx = (2*Ea -E) <0; K3(zIdx) = 0; K = K1+K2+K3;
L = diag ([-1; ones(N-2,1)*(-2);-1]);
L(2:N,1:N-1) = L(2:N,1:N-1)+diag(ones(N-1,1));
L(1:N-1,2:N) = L(1:N-1,2:N)+diag(ones(N-1,1));
In Fig. S3, the kernel K (Et, T ) at large Et and large T is larger than expected due to the reflexive boundary
condition.
• GSVD.
[U,sm ,X,V,W] = cgsvd(K,L).
FIG. S3. The regularization kernel. The kernel K (Et, T ) (Eqn S7) with reflexive boundary shown in [Ea, Eb] × [T0, Tm].
Note νr = 10
10 Hz, β = 0.5 K/s and kB = 0.08617 meV.
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• Denoise TL signal. The TL signal is denoised by 1d stationary wavelet transform (1d SWT) and then interpolated
to a uniform temperature range.
TLt = TL(:,1) +273.15; TLint = TL(:,2);
TLint_den = wdenoise(TLint); % The TL signal was first denoised via wavelet.
The signal TLint_den was further denoised by 1d SWT via the Wavelet Analyzer APPs of matlab. The cleaned
signal is saved as TLintp, which will be interpolated to the temperature vector t.
b = interp1(TLt ,TLintp ,t,'spline ');
• Choose λopt. The optimized regularization parameter λopt can be found from the corner of the L-curve which
can be calculated from GSVD of the problem. This involves solving Eqn. S6 by a series of sampled parameters
via the l_curve function,
[lambda_opt ,~,~, reg_param] = l_curve(U,sm,b,'Tikh',L,V);
where the desired parameter λopt is lambda_opt.
• Solve xλ. The optimal solution can be calculated by the filtering algorithm according to Eqn S9, by calling the
tikhonov function,
[x_lambda ,rho ,eta] = tikhonov(U,sm,X,b,lambda_opt);
which gives x_lambda, and additionally the solution norm rho and residual norm eta.
The recombination rate coefficient νr in the kernel (Eqn S3) has been fixed to 10
10 Hz in the regularization method.
To vary νr only slightly alters the value of trap depth, which scales approximately with ln(νr). The TL intensity at
temperature T comes from n(Et) when Et is only a 1-3 kBT around the effective trap depth Es,
Es = kBTW (νrT/β). (S10)
Here W (·) is the Lambert W function of the 0 branch and β the heating rate. As shown in Fig. S4, Es is almost a

















FIG. S4. Es-νr relationship. The effective trap depth of Es(T ) is almost a linear function of T (bottom panel). It scales
roughly with ln(νr) (top panel).
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from the asymptotic expansion of the Lambert W function, i.e., W (x) ≈ ln(x)− ln [ln(x)] [58]. At large argument x,
the derivative of W (x), i.e., W ′(x) ≈ [1− 1/ln(x)]/x, is actually around 0 . For a scalar factor a of x, we have,
W (ax)
W (x)
≈ 1 + ln(a)(1− 1/ln(x))
W (x)
(S11a)
≈ 1 + φln(a), (S11b)
in which φ is a slowly varying function of x, which can be reckoned as a constant accordingly.
III. PARAMETERS FOR THE SIMULATIONS
The parameters for simulations are estimated from BaSi2O2N2:Eu
2+ or given as empirical values that are in reason-
able ranges. The spontaneous emission rate coefficient krad of Eu
2+ is the inverse of decay time at low temperature
(65 ns) [29]. The thermal barrier ∆E is obtained from the thermal quenching data (section I).The absorption cross
section of Eu2+ σabs is calculated according to σabs = α/N . Here the absorption coefficient α is assumed to be 100
cm−1 and the density of Eu2+ N is on the order of 1020 cm−3, which corresponds to ∼ 1 mol% Eu2+ in a cubic unit
cell with cell parameter a = 0.6 nm and Z = 2. The cross-section for optically stimulated detrapping σosl is several
times larger than σabs, according to the results in SrAl2O4:Eu
2+ phosphor [10].
The recombination frequency νr has been reported to be in the range of 10
8-1012 Hz [37], and we take νr = νt = 10
10
Hz. The trapping coefficient At is estimated to be 10% of thw phonon energy, which can be estimated from Raman
scattering. For phonons with energy around 350 cm−1, the frequency is 1013 Hz, leading to At = 10
12 Hz.
The irradiance due to the excitation light was estimated from the power of LED (several mW) and the surface area















































































FIG. S5. Normalized electron population function. The normalized electron population function n(Et)n at a fixed
charging temperature T reaches to the steady-state profile with increasing charging time tch (from 2-2400 s). T was set to 243
(a), 268 (b), 293 (c), 313 (d) and 333 K (e), and the current of LED was 50 mA. (f) The n(Et)n of fixed T and tch does not
vary with increasing current of LED (1-50 mA).
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FIG. S6. Dose dependency. (a) The Em is linear to Tch. (b) The log10[n(Et)m] is a quadratic function of log10(tch) for
Tch = 243, 268, 293, 313, and 333 K.
IV. DOSE DEPENDENCY




reaches to the stable profile with increasing charging time tch from 2-2400 s, with charging temperature Tch being
243, 268, 293, 313, and 333 K (Fig. S5a-e). Furthermore, the shape of n(Et)n also stays unchanged with increasing
LED current (1-50 mA), with a fixed charging duration tch = 30 s (Fig. S5f). The trap depth corresponding to the
maximum of n(Et)n, i.e., Em, is found linear to Tch (Fig. S6a). It is noteworthy that Em is just ∼ 3 kBTch around the
characteristic trap depth Eo. The maximum of n(Et), i.e., n(Et)m is related to tch in such a way that log10[n(Et)m]
is a quadratic function of log10(tch) (Fig. S6b). To understand these behavior, the filling function f(Et, tch) was
simulated for tch ranging from 10
−3 to 105 s (Fig. S7). f(Et, tch) is a stage-like surface on the plane of log10(tch)×Et
(Fig. S7a). The edge of the surface can be inferred from the average curvature,
H = −1
2
∇ · ~n, (S12)
where ~n is the normal of the surface. The extracted edges for several Tch were shown in Fig. S7b. For each Tch, there
exists a turning point (E′, t′ch) such that f(Et, tch) changes only slightly when Et > E




with Tch (also log10(tch)), which explains the observation in Fig. S6a.
V. THE EFFECTIVE TRAP DEPTH
In this section, we give details of the filling function of TL curves with different charging temperature Tch. After
charging at Tch for a duration of tch, the phosphor was cooled to T0 ≤ Tch − 30 K at a rate of 0.5 K/s, reaching
the initial condition of TL. The simulation parameters are Ie = 5 × 1015 Hz/cm2, tch = 102 s, ∆E = 0.255 eV,
σabs = 3 × 10−18 cm2, σosl = 10−17 cm2, vr = vt = 1010 Hz, krad = 1.58 MHz and At = 1012 Hz. The charging
temperature Tch is from 200 to 450K with a step of 25 K. The simulated filling function fch(Et, Tch) was normalized


























FIG. S7. Simulation of f(Et, tch) . (a) f(Et, tch) at Tch =300 K shows a stage-like surface. (b) The edges of f(Et, tch) and
the fm(Tch) indicates the onset of fm(Tch) (grey dash-dot line) is linear to Et (or log10(tch)).












FIG. S8. Filling functions at T0. The normalized filling functions fch(Et, Tch)/f0(Tch) at T0 for Tch from 200 to 450 K at a
step of 25 K (dot). The solid lines are the fittings (Eqn. S13).
in which Eo is the effective trap depth and ∆Tch a fitting parameter. The simulated filling function (Fig. S8, dots)
can be fitted by the double exponential function Eqn. S13 (Fig. S8, solid line). The effective trap depth Eo and the
associated ∆Tch were tabulated in Table S1.
VI. EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF GLOBAL RETRAPPING
We consider the effect of retrapping among traps here. The filling function moves toward deep traps accordingly
with the effective trap depth
Eo = kBTchln(vrt0) (S14)
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FIG. S9. Delay time. (a) The electron population function n(Et, t0) is a function of delay time t0. (b) The magnitude of
n(Et,t0)
n(Et,10 s)
does not show systematic increase with increasing delay time t0.
at a delay time t0. Electrons trapped around Eo can jump either to shallow traps (Et < Eo) which is almost empty
or to deep trap (Et > Eo) which is effectively filled to up to f0(Tch). As electrons in shallow traps detrap faster
than those in deep traps, an increase in magnitude of filling f0(Tch) of deep traps increases with increasing delay
time t0. Fig. S9 shows that there is not significant increase of f0(Tch, t0) relative to f0(Tch, 10 s). The oscillations
are due to uncertainties of regularization method. This suggests that retrapping among traps is not important for
such a heating profile. However, this effect is important when the density of electrons at the excited states of traps
is increased significantly by optical stimulation [49] or stress stimulation [28], leading to a re-distribution of electrons
among traps.
